
While we typically look for Curiosity, Courage, and Compassion when selecting a Marauder of 
the Month, our staff also applauds this month's pick for their Consistency, Commitment, and 
Character.  This senior is well-respected by their classmates, their teammates, and our staff. 
Displaying quiet leadership and incredible tenacity, this Marauder puts in a solid effort… 
every...single...time!  
 
But this person isn’t a flash in the pan.  They have always operated this way.  Mr. Parker, while 
reflecting upon working with this student back in middle school, as well as during the Disc Golf 
YES Plan course, commented, “He has ALWAYS been diligent, kind, and an example of what 
we hope that our students can be.” Mr. Kendrick similarly remarked, “I have nothing but positive 
things to say about this young man.”  Perhaps what is most impressive about this Marauder of 
the Month is that he has so consistently been a positive force in our school, even amidst all of 
the ups and downs that we have all experienced over the past 6 years. 
 
As if all of these wonderful acknowledgements weren’t enough, this senior has really stepped up 
his game in his final campaign as a Marauder.  He’s taking on a heavy academic load, complete 
with a dual enrollment English course from VTC and a CCV course focused on Small Business 
Management.  Mrs. Bushey commented, “(He’s) slogging his way through Hamlet! He also 
comes to and contributes to TA and Lab time everyday, is doing a Pathways, taking physics, all 
while trying to wrap up some old math PIs independently, which is hard.” Ms. Lyons adds that 
this student “asks all the questions I can’t answer” in her Physics class, which is saying 
something.  
 
Beyond the classroom, this Marauder also brought an incredible level of focus and 
determination to his senior cross country season.  With a tremendous work ethic, and a steady 
leadership style, his teammates voted him Captain in his final season running in maroon and 
white. For so many years of quiet leadership, kindness, and commitment, as well as a focused 
and intentional start to his senior year, we would like to acknowledge Devin Audette as 
November’s Marauder of the Month. 


